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DISCOVER THE REAL MOUNTAIN

Typical village nestled in a magical 
setting at the heart of the Pays du 
Mont Blanc, Megève is a unique 
and exceptional place due to its 
mountain soul and authenticity.

With its timeless charm and its 
facilities, this village is the ideal 
place to organise your seminars, 
receptions and events. 
Throughout the year, you are 
welcome in small groups, or in 
larger groups of up to 1000 
people. 

Awarded the Best of the Alps 
label, Megève is one of the 
most prestigious and authentic 
tourist destinations in the Alps, 
guaranteeing you an unforgettable 
stay.

| DISCOVER MEGÈVE
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Lyon:
2 hours

Greno-
bLe:

1½ hours

TO TURIN

To Paris 
6 hours

To MarseiLLe 5 hours

To 
bourG-sainT-Maurice

chaMbéry

Geneva
1 hour

aLberTviLLe

TO CHAMONIX

MEGÈVE

annecy SALLANCHES

BELLEGARDE

Sallanches Station: 15 
min

Geneva: 1 hour
Annecy: 1 hour

Bellegarde Station: 1¼ 
hours

Chambéry: 1¼ hours
Grenoble: 1½ hours

Lyon: 2 hours
Milan: 3 hours
Paris: 6 hours

Situated at the heart of the 
Mont-Blanc massif, Megève is 
in a perfect location, just one 
hour from Geneva airport. The 
village is linked to an efficient 
motorway network and has 
coach station. 
The SNCF railway station is at 
Sallanches, 13km away. 

| LOCATION AND ACCESS | MEGÈVE IN FIGURES
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km of pistes 

m2 dedicated to wellness

hotels and residences 

restaurants

shops and businesses

events per year

Michelin starred chefs

reception areas

| MEGÈVE IN FIGURES
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For those who love mountains, groups and 
business travellers, you can enjoy Megève’s 
festive, warm atmosphere for your event. 
Exceptional sites throughout Megève for 
prestigious events, such as the organisation 
of a trade show, a vehicle launch ...  

Our sales team is at your disposal to organise 
your seminar, conference or reception, 
from booking to invoicing, ensuring quality 
follow-up and support. Considering your 
time frame and your budget, our team will 
create a tailor-made package to respond to 
your needs, using their knowledge of the 
resort and its facilities.
Trust us to better manage what counts for a 
successful event:
 � A quality hotel offer 
 � Adapted venues in the heart of the village
 � Unusual activities accessible to all

We also provide you with technical, material 
and human resources, which are adapted 
to your needs and meet your requirements. 
Technicians are present throughout your 
events to ensure their smooth running. Please 
don’t hesitate to ask us for our referenced 
catalogue. 

in megève 

THEY HAVE PLACED THEIR TRUST IN US

| ORGANISING AN EVENT
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Conference/Show U-shape meeting Banquet Cocktail

palais sector 
town centre sector 
calvaire sector

livraz sector

jaillet sector

room capacities

KEY TO RECEPTION AREAS 

LE CALVAIRE

LA LIVRAZ
LE JAILLET

LE PALAIS

MEGÈVE CENTRE
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municipality of megève

ROCHEBRUNE ROOM

surface area

31m2

rates

1/2 day: €85
Day: €145

6224 18

JAILLET ROOM

surface area

40m2

rates

1/2 day: €85
Day: €145

28 20

MONT D’ARBOIS ROOM

88

surface area

44m2

rates

1/2 day: €85
Day: €145

33 20

OVALE ROOM

115

surface area

63m2

rates

1/2 day: €162
Day: €270

40 25

RONDE ROOM

surface area

102m2

rates

1/2 day: €162
Day: €270

30 19670

LE PALAIS

MEZZANINE

surface area

208m2

rates

1/2 day: €237 | Day: €395
+ Auditorium

1/2 day: €500 | Day: €700

2885 360

| RECEPTION AREAS

70
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TRAMPOLINE AREA

* For catering 
use

surface area

135m2

rates

Hour: €45
1/2 day: €270

Day: €40

TRAMPOLINE AREA

* For catering 
use

surface area

135 m2

rates

Hour: €45
1/2 day: €270

Day: €540

BALLROOM

32

surface area

103m2

rates

Hour: €45
1/2 day: €270

Day: €540

208

EXHIBITION ROOM NO.2

99 32 48 100

surface area

104m2

rates

1/2 day: €162
Day: €270

EXHIBITION ROOM NO.2

93 32 48 100

surface area

103m2

rates

1/2 day: €162
Day: €270

MONT JOLY ROOM

45 22890

surface area

114m2

rates

1/2 day: €162
Day: €270

AIGUILLE CROCHE ROOM

40 22897

surface area

117 m2

rates

1/2 day: €162
Day: €270

LE PALAIS

88

Our rates are for the room only, not including furniture Contact us to receive 
our equipment catalogue
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CONFERENCE ROOM

768 112 352 800

surface area

864m2

rates

1/2 day: €450
Day: €750

INDOOR ICE-RINK

528 1400

surface area

1682m2

rates

Hour: €156

1136

AUDITORIUM

142 16

surface area

262m2

rates

1/2 day: €330 | Day: €550
+ Mezzanine

1/2 day: €500 | Day: €700

AUDITORIUM

143 16

surface area

262m2

rates

1/2 day: €330 | Day: €550
+ Mezzanine

1/2 day: €500 | Day: €700

GYM

750 480 750

surface area

1190m2

rates

Hour: €45
1/2 day: €270

Day: €540

GYM

700 1500

surface area

1123m2

rates

Hour: €45
1/2 day: €270

Day: €540

INDOOR TENNIS

surface area

875m2

rates

Hour: €45
1/2 day: €270

Day: €540

264 900

LE PALAIS

500 890
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PLANAY ROOM

16

surface area

29m2 

rates

Hour: €45
1/2 day: €85

Day: €145

BRIDGE ROOM

77 32 100

surface area

93m2

rates

1/2 day: €275
Day: €525

FONDATION ALLARD GR.FL.

20 to 30 40 40 90

surface area

Room 1: 55m2 | Room 2: 40m2 

rates

One room
1/2 day: €162 | Day: €270

For both rooms
1/2 day: €200 | Day: €300

FONDATION ALLARD 
BASEMENT

400 240 400 480

surface area

460m2

rates

1/2 day: €330
Day: €550

HYSOPE ROOM

surface area

123.5m2

rates

1/2 day: €162
Day: €270

MEGÈVE CENTRE

CHALET DE LA PLAINE

16 35 60

surface area

Ground floor: 47m2 | 1st floor: 45m2

rates

1/2 day: €330
Day: €550

CHALET DE LA PLAINE

surface area

Ground floor: 47m2 | 1st floor: 45m2

rates

1/2 day: €330
Day: €550

19 35 35

82 40 26450
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megève hotels

ALPAGA 5*

number of rooms

5

surface area

From 45 to 70m2 

capacity

From 8 to 80 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €65
Day: €75

CHALET DU MT D’ARBOIS 5*

number of rooms

1

surface area

180m2 

capacity

From 10 to 140 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €63
Day: €71

CALVAIRE MUSEUM

19

surface area

Ground floor: 16m2 | 1st floor: 43 + 16m2

rates

For the whole site
Hour: €85

1/2 day: €110
Day: €295

19 19

CHALET DE LA LIVRAZ

80 10 to 50 90 170

surface area

Ground floor: 117m2 | 1st floor: 75m2

rates

1/2 day: €310
Day: €620

CHALET DE LA LIVRAZ

60 36 234 354

surface area

Ground floor: 117m2 | 1st floor: 75m2

rates

1/2 day: €310
Day: €620

CHALET DE LA LIVRAZ

80 10 to 50 90 170

surface area

Ground floor: 117m2 | 1st floor: 75m2

rates

1/2 day: €310
Day: €620

CHALET DES FRASSES

144 36 72 416

surface area

172m2

rates

1/2 day: €280
Day: €450

LE FER À CHEVAL 5*

number of rooms

7

surface area

From 16 to 180m2 

capacity

From 12 to 130 people

packages per pers

Rooms and material exclusively reserved for 
hotel guests

LE CALVAIRE

5* HOTELS

LA LIVRAZ LE JAILLET

| RECEPTION AREAS
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CHALET SAINT GEORGES 4*

number of rooms
1

surface area

36m2 

capacity

Max. 20 people

packages per pers

Included in the overnight rate (the room 
is exclusively reserved for hotel guests)

L’ARBOISIE 4*

number of rooms
7

surface area

From 25 to 70m2 

capacity

From 10 to 60 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €59
Day: €75

HÔTEL MONT BLANC 4*

number of rooms
2

surface area

53m2 

capacity

From 18 to 50 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €60 inc. tax
Day: €75 inc. tax

LE M DE MEGÈVE 5*

number of rooms
1

surface area
Meeting room: 50m2 

Restaurant: 75m2

capacity
From 12 to 45 people
From 25 to 60 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €450 | Day: €600
1/2 day: €400 | Day: €400

LES FERMES DE MARIE 5*

number of rooms

4 (plenary can be split in 2)

surface area

From 25 to 160m2

capacity

From 10 to 200 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €60 to €75 inc. tax
Day: €75 to €95 inc. tax

LODGE PARK 4*

number of rooms
1

surface area

30m2

capacity

From 6 to 20 people

packages per pers

From €70 inc. tax

4* HOTELS
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LES LOGES BLANCHES 4*

number of rooms

2

surface area

30 and 70m2

capacity

From 12 to 60 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €59
Day: €75

LES PORTES DE MEGÈVE

number of rooms

1

surface area

77m2

capacity

From 30 to 70 people

packages per pers

Prices adjusted if clients rent a chalet Day 
from €60

ROYAL ROCHEBRUNE 3*

number of rooms

1

surface area

100m2

capacity

From 30 to 90 people

packages per pers

On request

AU COIN DU FEU 3*

number of rooms

2

surface area

Lounge: 30m2 
Restaurant: 60m2

capacity

Bar lounge and library

packages per pers

1/2 day: €45 | Day: €80

LA FERME DU GOLF 3*

number of rooms

1

surface area

50m2 

capacity

From 10 to 140 people

packages per pers

1/2 day: €63
Day: €71

3* HOTELS

RESIDENCES PRAZ SUR ARLY
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*the rates shown may vary annually..

curling 
€39.90/Person, minimum 10 people
Supervised by a professional leader, discover this sport which 
requires skill and resistance, straight from Scotland! 

Ice stock sport 
€34.90/Person, minimum 20 people
Ancient Alpine sport, Ice Stock is considered as petanque on ice 
in France. 

broomball 
€34.90/Person, minimum 20 people
Originating in Canada, Broomball is similar to ice hockey. To play, 
you need brooms and a small ball, an ice rink ... And trainers on 
your feet!
 
| Spa pool and treatments
Balneo-therapy: €29/p. | Mini. 20 p.: €22/pers.  | Private sessions on request
SPA: €19/p. | Mini. 20 p.: €15/pers. | Private sessions on request
Discover balneo-therapy, an indoor and outdoor world of relaxation 
and therapy, in 34° water! The SPA will surprise you with its sleek 
design, guiding you to a feeling of wellness ...

Climbing facilities  
€37.90/person, minimum 10 people
With 740 m2 of climbing routes, the Palais’ new climbing room 
welcomes everyone, with 70 routes from 5 to 8b. 

Gym 
€15/pers. | Minimum 20 people: €12/pers.
Discover the largest gym in the Alps! In a space of more than 1200 
m2, enjoy the latest connected and intuitive equipment. Sports and 
well-being coaching on request.

Ice-skating rink
€9/pers.  inc. skate hire | Minimum 20 people: €7.20 inc. skate hire 
Children: €7.7 inc. skate hire
Come and skate the afternoon away on Megève’s Olympic ice-rink! 
There’ll be music and a great atmosphere for an excellent group 
activity. 

at le palais

ACTIVITIES ALL YEAR ROUND
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*the rates shown may vary annually.

cani-rando hiking with huskies 
From €30/pers. 
Do you want something new? Try cani-rando, hiking with huskies! 
Equipped with a belt and a cushioned lanyard connected to the harness of 
your dog, the route won’t seem difficult. Great fun with your new partner! 

4 seasons sledging 
The descent: €7/sled (1 or 2 pers.) | group, minimum 20 pers: €6.30/sled
With breathtaking views of the surrounding summits, the four season sledg-
ing is the unmissable attraction at the heart of Megève. Once launched, 
your sled will travel through descents, climbs, turns and a tunnel!

treetop course
From €25/pers. | Groups of 9 and over: €20/pers.
Get away from the footpaths by reaching high! A 2 hour 
adventure will lead you up to 10m above the ground. 
Agility, balance and discovery of nature will all be there!

nordic walk 
€12.50/pers. (for 10 people) 
Enjoy the benefits of Nordic walking and the great outdoors in an incom-
parable landscape. At one with nature, free your mind from the stress of 
everyday life and gently work your body!

paintball
20 people: from €25/pers. | + 20 people: from €20/pers.
Armed with your gun and your ammunition, move into the heart of the forest 
and discover the different scenarios! It’s an opportunity to put your instinct to 
the test and to experience unforgettable, strong sensations.

laser game 
From €20/pers. (2 x 20 minute sessions)
Dare to experience the Laser Game outdoors! Top of the range equipment 
and new infrared technology will allow you to safely get your opponents 
from up to 150m away, with unparalleled precision and reliability.  
Let’s play!

Archery tag 
From €20/pers. (2 x 20 minute sessions)
Come and discover this new fashionable sport, on your own or in a team, 
where you can try archery with no dangers!

Airsoft 
From €25/pers.
Come and discover, or rediscover, airsoft in complete safety. Use our 
equipment or bring your own and experience our wooded area especially 
designed for the sport. It’s perfect for those who love camouflage, replicas 
and stealth games in the wild!

the open air
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Aeroplane flight 
From €40/pers. (flight over Megève) 
Subject to weather conditions
Enjoy the beauty of the Mont-Blanc massif and the surrounding valleys 
with panoramic aeroplane flights. An entertaining and original activity for 
unforgettable memories! 

hot air balloon 
From €240/pers. (min. 2 pers.)
Flying in a hot air balloon is an amazing experience. To soar, against the 
backdrop of the highest peak in Europe, this becomes an exceptional gift. 
Experience an extraordinary journey in the heart of the Pays du Mont-Blanc!

paragliding 
From €80/pers.
Enjoy the pleasure of gliding in the 3rd dimension with the paragliding 
discovery flight. An impression of freedom and incomparable lightness, and 
intense sensations guaranteed!

Helicopter 
From €200/pers. for a 30 min. flight
Discover the Alps with a helicopter flight over Mont-Blanc. On the menu: 
mountains as far as the eye can see and dazzling landscapes like you've 
never seen before. 

*the rates shown may vary annually.

aerialthe open air
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Carriage ride 
Short trip (15 min.): from €25/pers. (1 to 4 people)
Departing from the centre of the village, the carriage ride has become 
an unmissable activity in Megève. With the tinkling of bells, the clattering 
of hooves on the pavement, this is a relaxing ride with a well balanced 
rhythm. 

Visit to the historic centre 
and the place de l’église in Megève
€85/visit
Let yourself be carried away by stories about life in the past, the popular 
beliefs and the customs and traditions of this rural village , which has 
become a ski resort of international renown. Come visit the village and the 
Saint John the Baptist church.  

Museum of the Calvaire Hermitage
Free entry | 2 hr. guided, private tour, €110 for a group
Built between 1840 and 1878, the Calvaire is the work of one man, 
Fr. Ambroise Martin (1791-1863), priest of Megève. Composed of 
14 chapels and oratories, the Megève Calvaire has been listed in the 
Supplementary Inventory of Historic Monuments since 1988 and is 
included in the European Inventory of Sacred Mounts.

Museum of the Haut val d’Arly 
€3.50/pers. 
This little haven of peace is hidden in the heart of the village. The collection 
of objects tells us about life in the past in this traditional 19th century farm. It 
is a return to a more authentic time.  

temporary exhibitions at the palais
Free entry | Guided visits by the artists on request
The Palais des Sports and other sites in Megève regularly host varied 
exhibitions that are accessible to everyone. Discover art in an unusual setting 
in the heart of the mountains. Ask us for current exhibitions to organise a 
unique visit with the artists.

*the rates shown may vary annually.

cultural
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wine tasting
From €25/pers. 
Led by a professional, spend a moment together around wine in an enter-
taining approach that will delight everyone. From expert to neophyte, our 
oenologist will guide you, making your tasting a unique moment for you 
around wine. 

Cookery workshop 
€120/pers. for 2 hr., including lunch (max. 6 pers.)
By participating in the cookery workshops, you will have the opportunity to 
get stuck in under the watchful eye of the Chef, in a 5-star hotel. Come and 
enjoy an inventive, healthy and balanced cuisine, combining pleasure and 
dietetics with a focus on seasonal local produce.

Bison farm 
Menu from €150/pers. 
An extraordinary place where you can enjoy buffalo meat while watching 
the animals grazing in a huge park around the farm. Dominique welcomes 
you (reservation required, minimum 48 hours in advance), to this completely 
renovated farm.

Farm visit and tasting  
Visit and tasting of local produce €6/pers. 
Come and find out about the daily life for a mountain farmer on your visit to 
this typical Haute-Savoie farm. An added plus; you can taste the produce 
direct from the farm!

*the rates shown may vary annually.

food and drinkcultural
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Bars and Discos

In Megève, the après ski doesn’t have fixed hours and sometimes carries on 
until the slopes reopen! The village is full of places to have fun; bars with 
warm and varied atmospheres, discos ...  

Club restaurant

This festive Italian restaurant, with live entertainment, a cocktail bar, musical 
atmosphere and themed evenings is perfect for groups looking for a evening 
to remember  

Casino 

In the heart of the village, the Megève Casino is open day and night. 
Come and try your luck on the slot machines and the electronic roulette from 
10am and English Roulette and Ultimate Poker from 9pm.  

Restaurants 
 
The 80 restaurants in the village and on the slopes of Megève demonstrate 
its gastronomic diversity, recognised throughout the Alps. And for good 
reason! Among them, there are three Michelin starred restaurants: Flocon de 
Sel***, Le 1920** and La Table de l’Alpaga*. 

Shopping 

With its 200 shops, Megève is open all year round. You’ll be delighted 
by the numerous shops, with French and international brands, in the village 
centre and outskirts. 

*the rates shown may vary annually.

going out in megève
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Downhill skiing in the megève ski station
Group rates, min. 20 pers., outside school holidays and weekends
Les Portes du Mont Blanc: €26/pers. per day | €132/pers. for 6 days
Évasion Mont Blanc : €38/pers. per day | €192.50/pers. for 6 days
Take advantage of the resort's two ski areas: the Espace Evasion Mont Blanc 
with 445 km of slopes and the Portes du Mont Blanc, with 100km. With its 
magnificent panorama, Megève is the perfect place for skiing!

Cross-country skiing 
1/2 day from €40/pers. | Day from €64/pers. (for 6 people)
If you like mountains and skiing, have you ever escaped from the ski lifts into 
the big white expanse? For 1/2 day or a full day, come and discover this 
activity that you’ll love! 

Telemark
Individual lesson from €47/hour (2 pers. max.) 
With its origins in Nordic skiing and downhill skiing, Telemark is one of the 
many disciplines in skiing. With a free heel, not attached to the ski, you enjoy 
this sport using the oldest ski techniques. 

Cross-country skiing 
Megève site: €8/pers./day 
Megève has a quality Nordic site, with more than 40km of maintained, 
marked trails, including 3 free open to all. You shouldn’t wait any longer to 
discover this other element of skiing! 

Biathlon 
€117.50 for 1 or 2 pers. (2hr 30mins activity) in individual lesson
Biathlon is a complete sport, combining physical effort and extreme concentration. 
Megève is one of the few resorts where you can have a shot, enjoy it!

Princesse sledging
The descent: €7/sled
New! Between forest and snowy meadows, enjoy the longest sledge run in 
Haute Savoie. 3km downhill, one or two per sledge. Great atmosphere and 
good fun guaranteed in complete safety. Accessible from the free Princesse car 
park. Sledge and helmet hire included. 

snowshoeing
1/2 day from €14.50/pers. | Day from €23/pers. (for 11 people)
Enter a magical universe in the wild! Discover the natural heritage of Megève 
and its surroundings: sumptuous landscapes and wildlife everywhere, far from 
the slopes and busy places.

*the rates shown may vary annually.

going out in megève

| WINTER ACTIVITIES
in the snow
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Fat Bike
1/2 day from €27/pers. (for 7 people) | Rental. Fat Bike from €25/
pers. / hr | €59 / pers. / 1/2 day | €70 / pers / day 
The Fat Bike is a mountain bike with oversized tyres and electric assistance, 
just waiting for you to hit the snowy slopes!

Dog sled 
From €80 for an experience or 1 hr learning to mush 
Take full advantage of Megève's large snowy areas and glide to the rhythm 
of the sled and the dogs. A most exotic sporting activity!

Reindeer farm 
Visit: €15/pers.  | Visit + lunch €45/ pers.  | Visit + snack €27/ pers.
Visit the reindeer farm and the sheepfold at the Domaine; enhance your 
experience with a snack, lunch or dinner under a yurt for a change of 
scenery!

Aperitif in an igloo 
From €30/pers; max. 14 pers.
Snowshoe your way to the igloo to try 
an aperitif made from regional produce A magical atmosphere guaranteed!

After ski folie douce
From €12/pers. | Possibility of VIP privatisation and tailored show
If you love an atmosphere, Folie Douce is THE unmissable pace to finish off 
a day of skiing beautifully. DJ, live music and views of Mont Blanc; the recipe 
for a successful end to your day. 

Yurt evening
Dinner €42/pers. 
At sunset, walk or snowshoe up to your yurt, where mulled wine and a 
Savoyard dinner await you. Familiarise yourself with the local flora and 
fauna in an exceptional setting. 

Dinner in a mountain lodge
Price on request| Possibility of descent on a Paret sledge.
 Pass the evening in mountain lodge at altitude for a unique experience. 
Arriving by snowshoe or snowmobile, enjoy a typical Savoyard meal by the 
fireside. 

Open air ice skating
€9/pers.inc. skate hire | From 20 people: €7.20/pers. 
Come and glide along in a magical setting in the heart of the village. 

*the rates shown may vary annually.
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Clay-pigeon shooting 
beginner’s experience from €25/pers.
In clay-pigeon shooting, using a rifle, you shoot down clays that are launched into 
the air. The activity is supervised by Yves Tronc, member of the Equipe de France. 

Mountain biking/Electric mountain biking 
Mountain biking/Electric mountain biking: 1/2 day: €24.50/pers. | Day: 
€35/pers. (for 7 people)
Rental Mountain bike: 1/2 day from €25/pers. | Day from €35/pers.
Descend the Megève slopes on a standard or electric mountain bike and 
enjoy a sporting experience surrounded by mountains.

Hike / with night in mountain lodge 
Hike: 1/2 day: €10.50/p. | Day: €16.25/p. (for 12 people) 
With overnight stay: 2 guided 1/2 days from €23/p. + rate for night
Enjoy the sweet atmosphere of a contemplative walk on the heights around Megève 
and spend a peaceful night in the moutain lodge with a stunning panorama.   

hike using ski lifts to access
€17.50/p. | Groups of 20 and over: €14/p. | Return journey - Roche-
brune cable-car, Mt d’Arbois cable-car or Petite Fontaine chairlift: 
€15.50/p. | Groups of 20 and over: €12.50/p.
Discover the summits of Megève on foot via the ski lifts.  An exceptional view 
and mountain scenery are waiting for you!

*the rates shown may vary annually.

open air

| SUMMER ACTIVITIES
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*the rates shown may vary annually.

Golf 
9 holes from €44/pers. | 18 holes from €55/pers. (+ equipment rental)
In an idyllic setting, the 18-hole Mont d'Arbois golf course twins the 
horizontal greens and vertical peaks, giving the impression of driving into 
a mountain. 

Rafting 
From €36/pers.
On the river Arve, travel down an 8km course between Passy and Sallanches, 
with no fewer than 6 medium level rapids! Ideal for discovery and taking a 
trip in the river!

canyoning
From €65/pers. | basic equipment required
The union of rocks and water, canyoning is a great fun, water activity in the 
mountains. Slide down the slides, jump into the basins of clear water and 
go down the waterfalls!

Rock climbing 
1/2 day from €34/pers. | Day from €55/pers. (for 6 people) 
With natural or artificial rock faces at different sites around Megève, rock 
climbing is like a big adventure playground for everyone! 

Via Ferrata
1/2 day from €42/pers. (for 5 people)
In a vertical universe, via ferrata is a hike along the rock. Combining ladders, 
footbridges or steps carved into the rock, you will experience some surprising 
sections! 

Horse riding
1hr: €29/p. (reduced rate for additional hours) | From €62/p. with dinner
Discover Megève’s most beautiful trails, its fauna and its flora, on horseback, 
for a most authentic experience! 

Mountain fishing 
From €120/pers. inc. equipment
Learn fine fishing techniques with officially certified guides.

free fall
From €275/pers. for an experience (tandem jump)
For thrill seekers, there’s nothing better than a big leap into the unknown with 
a free fall tandem parachute experience. An unforgettable experience and 
a breathtaking view. 
Don’t wait any longer !
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Seminar offer 
from 

€71
per pers. for 100 pers. 

€80
per pers. for 50 pers. 

€92
per pers. for 20 pers. 

Seminar offer 
from* 

€74
per pers. for 50 pers. 

€61
per pers. for 20 pers. 

LOOKING FOR A 
CHALLENGE? 

LOOKING TO RECHARGE 
YOUR BATTERIES? 

Contact us for accommodation queries. For all personalised quotes, 
the sales department will be happy to help.

Contact us for accommodation queries. For all personalised quotes, 
the sales department will be happy to help.

- Morning meeting
- Coffee break 

- Lunch 
- Curling, ice stock or 
broomball tournament 
- Medal ceremony

- Morning meeting
- Coffee break 
- Lunch at altitude
- Cani-rando with 
huskies in the mountains

| SEMINAR OFFERS
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SNOW CHALLENGE

SEGWAY

ICE TREK

| TEAM-BUILDING ACTIVITIES
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SNOWSHOEING

BIG OUTDOOR GAMES

OLYMPIC GAMES

ICE STOCK SPORT



Megève Tourisme

Sales Department

70, rue Monseigneur Conseil 
74120 - Megève

 
Tel.: +33 (0)4 50 21 29 52

megeve.moments@megeve.fr
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